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Synopsis

The eighth edition of LEADERSHIP helps you understand leadership principles and hone your own leadership skills through a thoughtful balance of essential theory and real-world applications. The text provides a strong practical foundation by introducing leaders you can relate to and reinforcing your knowledge with frequent skill-building activities. Key updates include new opening vignettes and end-of-chapter cases, numerous additional skill-building exercises, and new research findings presented in each chapter. In addition, LEADERSHIP is available with MindTap for the first time. A fully online learning solution, MindTap combines all of a student's learning tools—interactive self-assessments, readings, multimedia, activities, and assessments—into a singular Learning Path that guides the student through the curriculum.
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Customer Reviews

This book is outrageously overpriced. The content is common-sense, with very little insight or theoretical or research basis. Many of the sections which claim to list "leadership" characteristics are incredibly sexist. For a graduate level seminar in Management, I found this text completely laughable.

Nothing is more discrediting than a textbook filled with simple errors. In addition to instances of "though" and "through" transposed, there are also grammatical issues with sentence structure. I've found quotations missing their closing quotation marks. All of these errors I have mentioned are
found on a single page, 203. I'm not an English major.

This is the textbook used for my Managerial Leadership class. It is easy reading and mostly common sense principles. I do like the soft cover and the ease in understanding the information. Pretty good as a textbook.

This book served it purpose and I received and A in the course. The only downside I noticed during my final paper was the lack of information on divided leadership. I also had some trouble navigating the book using the index, which is usually my go to source when finding the proper chapter.

You've heard about the rip off when book companies barely edit books and sell them as a newer edition, this is one of those books. They talk about Steve Jobs in Chapter 3 as having beat pancreatic cancer "for now", this book was published in 2015, Jobs died in 2011..... They rip you off year after year and don't even proofread the crap they are selling you for $100+ dollars.

Lightening fast shipping, product exactly as described, smooth transaction. Thank you!

I am really enjoying reading this book and the information presented.

This book met the instructor qualification and also met my classroom reading experience, another great study book for my field. Thanks
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